
 

FIELD/ EXPOSURE VISIT 

 
This field was conducted during Kadakalekayi parishe, a festival in the Bull Temple, Bangalore. 

This is a festival celebrated annually where many farmers and vendors from various villages in 

Karnataka come to sell ground nut, and other small industry products.  

 

OBJECTIVE: The objective of this field visit was to understand different types of 

problems/issues faced by different business owners post pandemic and while they are marketing 

their products in the huge crowd. 

There were different types of questions asked in the survey. 

1. When was the business started? 

2. Was the raw material procured from other vendors or do they produce in their production 

area? 

3. Whether their business is reliable? 

4. Is there any third party involved in the production during the marketing or production process? 

5. How good is their scale of production? 

6. Challenges faced during business hours? 

 

Individual Case Studies: 

 

Case1-Vendor: Tarak rai 

1). Sells plastic flower products. 

2). Belongs to a remote place in Karnataka. 

3). Have their business deals with plastic and related material. 

4). Their business was highly in loss during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

5). This lead to a loss in production of the material and profits reduced  

6). exponentially which leads to difficulties in survival.  

 



 

 

 

Case2-Vendor: Neesha  

1. Sells fancy bottles and hangers. 

2. This is an ancestral business. 

3. Production of raw material and main product is done in Rajasthan. 

4. Sharing native with Rajasthan 15-year-old girl concentric on plastic business the business 

holy concentrated into the plastic material. 

5. Profitability reduction as hit by covid. 

6. Stats in slums do not own permanent house practice only in Mela. 

7. Once bribe by the police. 

8. Demands a helping hand from society. 

 

 

Case3: Vendor: Subramani  

1. Owns a toy shop. 

2. Belongs to Dharmapuri a remote in Karnataka 50-year-old young guy sold business 

stands  out only in mela profits possibility increases on certain days of the year 

3. Business affected during covid hour apart from toy shop owns a small business with the 

plastic industry facing difficulty post covid less consumer attraction to the good and 

services. 

 

 

Case 4: Javed handbags 

1. Own business in handbag having a permanent shop in K.R market open and outlet 

on  Sunday. 

2.  Runs his business wholesaling by taking place at Bombay  

3. Only earning member in the family. 

4. Seeks government help to scale the business. 

 

 

Case 5: Vendor: Dharmanjuvi 

1. Owns a Peanut shop and is basically a farmer. 

2. Puts up the stall in K.R market. 

3. Permanent business situated near silk board which was affected by the unusual rainfall in 

a current year.  

4. His business has also got affected due to the COVID-19 pandemic  

5. Seeks help from the government to help for survival in the market.  

 

 

CONCLUSION: 

This survey helped us know the core of a business and the difficulty faced by it on seasonal as 

well as post covid prospective the entrained received but the survey helped us knowing the 



 

inception of the business and the condition faced by it to survive on-off the pandemic. The 

survey helped us to collect simulated data where one condition matriculate affects another 

provided that the business is looking to survive in the market. variation in difficulties faced by 

the well-established business comparative to small business outlets open on a certain date. 

 
 
 
 
SNAPSHOTS: 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 


